Complete the order with the customer.

The complete overview.

- agree on order correctness and save time and discussion

- Create freedom Everything is always at your fingertips.

Avoid mistakes and forgetting enter, time, services,
material usage, images and quality assurance on
your orders.
Review your finished order with the customer and
get his acceptance signature on your Touch screen
directly into the order.

- You are always updated on staffing.
- Who works on what tasks.
- Your task is started or completed.
- Executed orders, timesheets, and quality assurance
found in less than 1 min.
- Divide orders and offers in categories and colors.
- Calculate the offer and the direct offer to an open
work order upon acceptance.
- Quality assurance - QA - System, terminated and
saved with the order can be sent to the invoice.
- Save time on administrative tasks, prepare salary
and invoices in record time.
- The invoice list contains all issued invoices
as well as the total outstanding amount found
swiftly.
- Create growth and increase business earnings.
- The APV folder is always at your fingertips.
- Independent of time and place.
- The physical paper archive has been abolished.
- Always be up to date and at the forefront of
developments.
- You can have everything in one hand.

Invoice sent directly from Time @ web.
- save valuable time and receive quick payment.

Finish the order, convert it directly to an invoice and
send it as PDF or EAN from your smartphone, tablet
or lap-top before leaving the customer.
Your balance is best on your account, avoid loss and
discussion, also receive card payment directly on
your smartphone or tablet.
Material Registration.
- end of materials that are not billed.

Materials can be a costly device, especially when
they do not appear on the invoice sent to your
customer, "Forgot ... .tja ...", get an overview of all
services and materials used on all business matters.
From your supplier or your own material directory,
can your employees load all their usage of services
and materials directly on orders / cases.

Economic overview is available on all orders /
cases.

Product catalog.
- is at your fingertips and always updated.

Create your own or connect one or more of the
product cartridges that have already been created
Ordre overvågning.
and regularly updated with new products and prices.
- glem aldrig at en åben ordre.
All products can be awarded profit and baptized with
Glem aldrig en åben ordre, modtag reminder for en
your own quick shortcuts (keywords).
ordre der ikke et tilskrevet ydelser eller forbrug i en
af dig forvalgt periode.

Create and try for free for 14 days

https://app.timeatweb.com/en/signup
Free support "also in the trial period"
timeatweb@timeatweb.com
No startup fee or bond period.

Time@web
CVR. Nr. 27 58 70 54 - Denmark
+45 31 49 08 18
timeatweb@timeatweb.com
www.timeatweb.com

Time @ web is programmed according to the latest standards.
- Obviously we comply with the Data Protection Regulation GDPR.
260918

Time registration.

Individual customization of modules for employees.

- Everything can be found quickly.

QA-quality assurance.

- Pay only for what you need.

Time is one of the most important factors in a
company, with our user-friendly but advanced and
precise time-tracking system, all employees' timeconsuming controls are kept in place, all can be
entered on case numbers, so nothing is forgotten
either in payroll or billing.

- Your safety assurance.

Time @ web is modular.
The first license is always the administrator with all
the modules available.
Administrator connects and disconnects modules to
employees, thus paying only for what is used, and the
clarity is retained by the individual employee who can
only view assigned modules.

Quality control is essential to ensure that the
products and services delivered to customers meet
the requirements of your business and your
customers or legislation expect or require.

Personalized timesheet is automatically generated
by entering services in a calendar or on an order.
All registrations can always be retrieved, printed and
exported in PDF or Excel format.
You design all names of services and titles, in the
language that suits you best.
It keeps track of all types of hours spent on all
employee titles.
A complete overview is created so that at all times,
wherever you are, you have access to the archive
with all company timetables, as well as each
employee having access to his own reports.
Order Monitoring alarm.
- Never forget to invoice an open order.

For sure, you can never forget to invoice an open
case / order, our order monitoring keeps track of all
non-invoiced open orders and provides an alert if no
services have been delivered in any of your specified
periods.

Administration module £ 22,80 opens all modules.
Extra administration module £ 11,70 opens all modules.
Module pricing for connection to users.
£ 1,40
Time registration
£ 1,40
Products
£ 1,60
Quality &
APV control

£ 1,40
Order registration
£ 1,40
Customer database

£ 1,40
Own calendar

£ 1,40
Projects

£ 1,40
Planner

£ 5,00
Invoice

£ 1,40
£ 1,40
SMS / Email
Alerts / Notifications Import - export

The entire quality control is collected in one place,
which is always available.
You can design your own quality management
plans or download and customize those we have
added.
QR codes can be printed so reports and schedules
can be easily retrieved by simply scanning the code,
so you always get the correct schedule.
Control schedules can be created with% batches,
thus achieving accurate status both on the process
and the economy.
Alarms can be set and sent by sms & mail.

£ 1,40
Time off

£ 1,40
Drift journal

EAN - Billing Price per month £ 5,00
All prices are per. month excluding 25% VAT.
Staff groups.

QA control access.
- Provide readership for control.

Let the check look into your quality schedules,
saving time and later discussions about the
accuracy of your quality reports, they are always
updated and approved during the process.

- makes it easy to book more at once.

By setting up employee groups, it is easy and quick to
book more employees for tasks.

Alarm and advice.
- Never forget a deal.

Schedule projects and absence.
- Simple planning makes working days less stressed.

Our planner provides an overview of all types of
absence and periods, which makes planning of
projects and tasks much simpler and more
manageable, which can always be followed by, for
example, how much holiday has been held and
when.
Employees can individually be assigned exactly their
absence, everything is being scheduled so the clarity
is complete and accurate lists can be read.

Send internal messages.
- Practical easy and fast info.

Messages and messages are sent out easily,
individually private - for groups or collectively for all.

Here you can put reminders on future service visits,
check checks, etc. The system is connected directly
to order and QA, and it is free to choose who is
advised.
Reminders can be sent as text and mail.

Search functions.
- makes everything easy to find.

There are optimal search functions in all necessary
menus.

Time@web.
- easy-to-use, easy-to-use tool, where you can influence the
development we are listening to with good ideas, together only we can
improve the system.

